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Interactions: Studies in Communication and Culture (ISCC) recognizes the
interdisciplinary nature of the fields of media, communication and cultural
studies and we therefore encourage diverse themes, subjects, contexts
and approaches; empirical, theoretical and historical. Our objective is to
engage readers and contributors from different parts of the world in a
critical debate on the myriad of interconnections and interactions between
communication, culture and society at the outset of the twenty-first century.
It is our intention to encourage the development of the widest possible
scholarly community, both in terms of geographical location and intellectual
scope and we will publish leading articles from both established scholars
and those at the beginning of their careers.
We are currently looking for research papers to be included in a mixed-topic
issue to be published in Summer 2018.
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If you wish your paper to be considered for publication in either of these two
issues please submit it via the ‘Submit to this journal’ link on the journal’s
webpage at http://www.intellectbooks.co.uk/journals/view-Journal,id=165/.
Deadline: 15 February 2018.
Particular interests include, but are not limited to, work related to:
−
Popular Culture
−
Media Audiences
−
Political Economy
−
Political Communication
−
Journalism Studies
−
Media Institutions and Practices
−
Media and Communication Policy
−
Community and Alternative Media
−
Global Media
−
Online and Social Media
Submissions have to be 6000 to 8000 words in length (including references)
and original scholarly manuscripts formatted according to Harvard Style
guidelines (full guide available through the Intellect website)
For further information, please contact the Editor of Interactions, Salvatore
Scifo, at sscifo@bournemouth.ac.uk or visit our journal’s webpage.
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